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Abstract 

The contemporary trend of analyzing public opinions via 

Online Social Networking (OSN) platforms leads to 

remarkable outcomes and perceptions into the real-world 

market around various commercial product. In recent days, 

microblog data collected through OSN turns as the most 

operative and precise indicators of huge consumer opinions 

which is evaluated using various traditional data mining 

techniques. In this paper, an innovative sentiment score based 

opinion mining approach is proposed using adaptive lexicon 

dictionary which is combined with Thelwall’s Senti-strength 

algorithm. The interpretation of OSN data collected from 

Twitter agrees to determine various levels of customer public 

opinion about the various product. The opinion mining is 

evaluated for two famous smart mobile products namely 

Apple IPhoneX and Google Pixel2, released recently in early 

2017. The proposed approach runs in parallel on Apache Pig 

ecosystem in Hadoop which is highly scalable for streaming 

big data applications. The experimental results show that there 

exist consistent feature specific opinions about the two mobile 

products where the outcomes are highly accurate and 

trustworthy with outside reviews are observed.  

Keywords: Online Social Networks; Social Big Data; Map 

Reduce; Opinion Mining; Business Intelligence;  

 

INTRODUCTION  

The exponential growth of using prominent OSN services like 

Twitter, Facebook, and Weibo, in which the global 

researchers attempt to design dynamic models of viral 

business e-marketing via opinion mining based on the 

information dissemination method. The fast development of 

the Internet and smart communication technologies leads to 

the value source of public opinions and sentiments via 

microblogs. Millions of online users and consumers share 

their reviews and discussing current stock market [1] which 

are analyzed via Opinion Mining (also referred as Sentiment 

Analysis). Sentiment analysis is the technique for 

understanding the extremity of a given opinion in aspect or 

feature level. It enables the analysts to choose whether the 

communicated statement in an opinion include wherein the 

sentiment is positive, negative or neutral. Most of the OSN 

pages are occupied by several geographically distinct people’s 

opinions to improve targeted promotion and marketing 

campaigns. The revolutionary e-commerce initiatives such as 

Amazon, Flipkart, and eBay identify its valuable and target 

customers through its OSN support pages, groups and search 

through recommendation systems. 

Customers trademark perceptions and buying choices are 

progressively influenced by OSN data which provide 

innovative openings to build trademark associations with 

potential customers. Hence mining opinions about ample 

business matters from OSN is a substantial groundbreaking 

approach for market trend analysis and strategy making. With 

its large-scale repositories of user-generated Social Big Data 

(SBD) content, which will contribute new avenues [2]. In 

order to attain insights into the emotive “pulse of the 

business”, the global market strategies are correlated. The 

SBD is made logical to social media data sources for the 

discovery of suitable knowledge that is used to improve the 

choice making of individual customers and businesses [3]. 

The outstanding stream of the unstructured huge volume of 

data supply is enclosed in OSNs, wherever it's difficult for 

certain applications. For example, the method of analyzing 

weather prediction [4] was deployed on big data ecosystems. 

In business intelligence context, various methods, schemes, 

approaches, and solicitations that examine critical market data 

to aid the business initiative better and recognize its business 

to provision acute business decisions.  

The opinion mining methodologies [5] are further pragmatic 

to various areas such as healthcare, security, e-commerce, 

promotion, and more existing methodologies have been 

applied to handle social big data using Hadoop, Flink, Spark, 

Strom ecosystems. Marketing promotion platform attracts the 

scientists have faith in big social media analytics using cloud 

computing [6] offers distinct prospect for businesses to gain 

sentiments from the enormous quantity of consumers, taking 

old-fashioned business strategies. A lot of research has been 

carried out using social media data [7], [8] for opinion mining, 

the majority of which centers around individuals' feeling 

towards different topics. Most of the existing works focus on 

sentiment orientation include natural language processing and 

computational linguistics in document level. But investigating 

via social media data leads to a sufficiently precise outcome.  

With a specific end goal to make it more exact, the gradient 

investigation is required on OSN information from the 

particular location-of-interest. In fact, customer’s opinions 

have a tendency to transform over a time period and location 

rather than continuing in the same state. Our proposed 

approach evaluates the feature sentiment of the recently 

released mobile production a specific location based on the 

trained lexicons from a large set of Twitter and e-commerce 

websites. Moreover, various previous research exploration 

failed to discuss existing trust factors in opinion mining. 

There exist similar hidden techniques which are applied to 

regulate stock value growth or online item transactions. For 
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instance, market-related official statements, and business 

stocks related news. The resulting opinions allow the 

companies to concentrate their marketing expenditures and 

feature expectation on geographical locations where product 

sentiment is minimal while preserving adequate advertisement 

in locations with high popularity. Furthermore, all tweets 

comprise unique codified-hash tags which leads to identifying 

most relevant tweets from locations-of-interest. The adaptive 

lexicon dictionary is used to perform sentiment polarity tags 

and Thelwall’s Senti-strength algorithm is used on feature-

level opinion mining on products for a specific location. The 

Twitter datasets collected for Apple IPhoneX and Google 

Pixel 2 mobile products which deal with outcome prediction 

and discovers the localized outcome.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The previous 

researchers evaluated using twitter data mainly to decide 

sentiment are discussed in Section II. The implementation of 

the proposed work is discussed in Section III. The results of 

the experiment of the proposed approach are discussed in 

Section IV. Finally, Section V draws the conclusion and 

discusses the future work respectively. 

 

RELATED WORK 

OSNs with its useful attractiveness provides several 

opportunities for data handling and examination, 

consequently, plentiful research studies have examined 

Facebook, Twitter, Weibo and so on. Various research works 

have been completed on Twitter information, the vast majority 

of which fundamentally exhibits how helpful the Twitter data 

is to foresee different results. For illustration, OSN is used as 

a data cause of sentiment analysis and opinion mining for the 

learning of online environments [9] as hotspot discovery and 

prediction. The data sets of Sina sports forums, which spans 

220,053 Twitter posts and a range of 31 different topic forums 

were used. SVM and K-means clustering algorithm are 

analyzed to determine the emotional polarity of the text 

automatically.  

The consequence of conservative media and social media, its 

interrelatedness, and comparative significance of short-term 

stable stock market routines are captured [10]. The various 

large-scale dataset that has featured content across various 

social media and conventional media using limited lexicons 

[11], Facebook posts [12] to determine sentiments 

collaborated. The progressive sentiment analysis technique 

was evaluated beyond the number of reckonings to investigate 

the inclusive sentiment of each media source concerning a 

particular business. A cloud-based systematic [13] workflow 

approach namely ClowdFlows was adopted to achieve 

sentiment a from the data streams for perceiving author’s 

sentiments, approaches, and sensations from the typescripts in 

real-time. The SVM’s active learning was applied in coursing 

situations, such that to progress the learner’s representation 

for microblogging data streams analysis.  

In the context of e-learning stakeholders, adaptive business 

intelligence systems called SentBuk [14] which was a 

Facebook application which provided the response by finding 

the user’s emotive state while recommending the best 

appropriate actions are attempted. The system supports 

friend’s sentiment discovery, sensitive variation detection, 

statistics and user grouping conferring to various messages, 

among others. An ontology-based work [15] was carried out 

for more efficient business sentiment analysis using Twitter 

posts was attempted. The uniqueness was that the posts were 

essentially categorized by the sentiment score, as the case 

with machine learning-based classifiers. The algorithm 

established a sentiment grade that has resulted in a more 

comprehensive study of the post opinions concerning a 

definite topic is adopted in our work. 

A domain ontology with the Case-Based Reasoning strategy 

[16] study was carried out to identify sentiments behind the 

judgments aiming to provide an explanation for such 

polarization. A significant supervised feature reduction work 

[17] was performed using the n-grams and the statistical 

analysis to develop and a Twitter-specific lexicon for 

sentiment analysis. The augmented feature were processed 

using Twitter-specific lexicon with the brand-specific terms 

for the improved business brand-related tweets using DAN2 

machine learning approach. The review based methods [18] 

tested on product reviews, movie reviews and MySpace 

comments combine machine learning, supervised learning and 

rule-based classification into the new combined method. In 

addition, a semi-automatic approach in which every classifier 

could add to alternate classifiers to accomplish a decent level 

of viability. 

The Text-To-Speech (TTS) synthesis [19] which examines 

both the handling of information content and ability to extract 

characteristic expressive discourse in natural statements. The 

researchers have examined the best possible adjustment of 

Sentiment Analysis system which is utilized as an information 

highlight for the expressive synthesis of speech. Adaptable for 

the different OSN, such as a forum, Twitter, and blog, the 

SentiView [20] method demonstrated that the effectiveness by 

analyzing and the visualizing of public sentiments on the 

Web. The research study about traffic sentiment analysis [21] 

was applied on the field of the transportation, which has 

neglected to meet stringent necessities of security.  

The appropriation of a probabilistic approach [22], [23], [24] 

experimented in light of the Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

(LDA). The assessment embedding is applied to word-level to 

detect sensitive topics diffused in OSN thereby preserving 

privacy. However, LDA is used for an arrangement of records 

having a place with the same learning area, a chart, the Mixed 

Graph of Terms, were naturally separated. The paper 

demonstrates how the chart contains an arrangement of 

weighted word sets, which are discriminative for slant 

arrangement.  

The trial comes about demonstrate that assumption embedding 

reliably beat setting based embedding on a few benchmark 

datasets of these undertakings. A regular money related site 

called Sina Finance [25] has been chosen as a test stage where 

a corpus of money related audit information was gathered. 

Observational comes about propose strong relationships 

between stock value instability patterns and stock discussion 

opinion. The conventional coarse-grained examination [26], 

disaster detection [27] depends intensely on syntactic 
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highlights helped slant sentence pressure was analyzed. The 

socio-full of sentiment human-specialist system [28] was 

accomplished to determine the issues involved in sentiment 

analysis. For additional information about the techniques for 

sentiment analysis in twitter, various the survey. Besides 

these, various research works [29] are carried out by mining 

the ratings for recommendation system. Furthermore, the 

popular microblogging sites explored the financial news 

sentiment analysis [30], [31], which also has a similar 

motivation towards our work. 

 

ADAPTIVE LEXICON BASED OPINION MINING 

The proposed lexicon-based approach challenges an crucial 

difficulty of sentiment analysis utilizing the proposed 

sentiment polarity tagging approach. Figure 1 is a flow of 

work that characterizes our proposed approach for tagging 

sentiment as well as the workflow of the paper.  

 

Figure 1. Proposed Approach 

 

Initially, the data pre-processing is carried out for obtaining 

precise choice of valid tweets from noisy data. The noun-

phrases, adverbs, adjectives are identified and extracted from 

tweets using a feature extraction algorithm. The noun, noun-

phrases are extracted from the tweets. The tweets are pre-

processed which includes tokenization, stemming, 

lemmatization so that the raw tweet is converted into a lexicon 

corpus for effective text analysis. Natural Language 

Processing (NLP) is carried out formally to annotate the 

features Noun (NN), Verb(VBP/VBZ), Adverb(RBR), 

Pronoun(PRP), Preposition (PRP), Determiner(DT), Adjective 

(JJ), Conjunction(CC) using Algorithm (1).  

 

Algorithm 1: Feature Extraction 

ExtractFeatures (Comment or review - Tweet T) 

Input : Tokenized Tweet 

Output: Feature Lexicon 𝐹_𝐿𝑒𝑥  of each tweet 

Begin 

1:  for each token 𝑡𝑖 T do 

2:  POS_Tag PT POSTagging(T) 

3: N   Nouns(PT) 

4:  NP  nounPhrase(PT) 

5: Extract(Adverb, Adjective) 

6:  𝒊𝒇(N equals ! NULL || NP equals ! NULL) then 

7:  𝐹_𝐿𝑒𝑥𝑖𝐹_𝐿𝑒𝑥𝑖 N  NP 

8:   return 𝐹_𝐿𝑒𝑥𝑖  

9:  end if 

10: End for 

End 

 

Initially, the tweets are collected from Twitter using Twitter 

API for the mobile products recently released Apple IphoneX, 

Google Pixel 2. Stop words are words that are repeatedly 

utilized as a part of each sentence such as ‘in’, ‘the’, ’for’ are 

eliminated. The text portion of the tweet (the actual message), 

location, hashtags are extracted and used. Every tweet word is 

the determination of the lemma for a word in the corpus. 

Tweet IDs are numbers generated by Twitter to identify each 

tweet. The unwanted numerical data as such are not used for 

text analysis and hence such tweets are filtered out. An 

adaptive lexicon dictionary is built based on the frequency of 

uni-gram and bi-grams sentiment lexicons obtained from the 

dataset. The sentiment polarity tagging is generated for each 

tweet using an algorithm which is proposed and experiments 

are individually accomplished based on tweet -level 

(sentence) analysis. Finally, the performance of sentiment 

polarity tagging is evaluated in Hadoop environment and 

compared with Thelwall’s senti-strength algorithm [34] based 

on the experimental results.  

 

A. Feature Annotation 

The mobile product has unique topographies like display, 

processor, front camera, resolution, RAM, operating system, 

storage, rear camera, battery capacity, connectivity support, 

sensors. These characteristics are annotated from the tweets 

based on the adverb and adjectives which are used before the 

noun. The procedure of feature annotation is two-fold: It 

includes tweet-level annotation and lexicon-level annotation. 

Given a tweet, the goal of lexicon-level annotation is to 

determine whether it is positive or negative or neutral in the 

characteristic of the sentiment which is to be produced. It is 
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represented as a lexicon-level annotation. For the Tweet T 

published by user u, the sentiment score characterizes the 

polarity or emotions of contented tweet such as happiness, 

anger, fear, sadness etc. The sentiment is categorized as 

positive and negative represents the tweet-level annotation 

with various emotions described as anger, sadness, happy etc. 

  

B. Thelwall’s Sentiment Polarity Tagging 

Polarity classification is the vital subtask of high-level 

analyses. For instance, it is connected to recognizing 

professional expressions that can be utilized as a part of 

individual audits to assess the advantages and disadvantages 

that impacted the results of an e-product. Moreover, the 

resulting judgments are more dependable. Another existence 

of binary valuation order is crucial to discovery, that is, given 

a couple of emotional information sources, choosing whether 

the sentence ought to get the same or varying emotions related 

scores.  

According to Thelwall’s Senti-Strength algorithm, the 

sentiment score provides a statistical rating for the mean 

average positive (+1 to +5) and negative (-1 to -5) sentiment 

expressed by tweets in the selected interval. It is in a range 

from +1 to +5, where +1 represents low positive sentiment 

and +5 represents a highly positive sentiment. Herein, the 

intensity is the strength value of the corresponding emotion in 

the emotional vector is estimated using 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒  𝑃𝑆 (Eq. 

1). 

𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒  (𝑃𝑆) =
∑ 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑎)

𝑝𝑜𝑠
𝑎=1

𝑝𝑜𝑠
  (1) 

Similarly, Sent- provides a numerical value for the mean 

average negative sentiment expressed by tweets in the 

selected interval is estimated using 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒  𝑁𝑆  (Eq. 

2). This is in a range from -1 to -5, where -1 represents low 

negative sentiment and -5 represents a strong negative 

sentiment.  

𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒  (𝑁𝑆) =
∑ 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑎)

𝑛𝑒𝑔
𝑎=1

𝑛𝑒𝑔
  (2) 

 

However, ground truth of sentiment polarity labeling turns 

into an extremely difficult issue, because of the degree of 

information is available. Subsequently, manual labeling each 

sentence is very difficult, a machine labeling methodology is 

later acknowledged as an answer for the versatile product 

assumption issue. Herein, the 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑖(𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚) is term’s 

number of occurrence in i-star confidence ratings given by 

experts, where it ranges between 1 and 5. Based on the 

regularity of ith-rating confidence, the lexicons with higher 

frequenacy is added to the adaptive lexicon dictionary which 

is used for parallel computation. Since 5-rating confidence it 

take a larger part sum through the whole dataset, the acquaint 

with 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜5,𝑖 (Eq. 3) is defined as: 

𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜5,𝑖 =
|5−𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒|

|𝑖−𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒|
     (3) 

The representation of 5-rating confidence (in the numerator) 

and the summation of i- rating confidence (in the 

denominator) in which i ranges within 1 and 5. Consequently, 

if the dataset were well-adjusted by normalizing the values, 

𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜5,𝑖 is fixed to 1 for all values of ‘i’. The proposed 

approach implements an adaptive bag-of-word prototype 

which aggregates the manifestations of words either positive 

or negative tokens for all the preprocessed tweet judgment 

iteratively. The general sentiment score is tagged to each 

tweet considering the adjective and adverb of noun using the 

following Equation (4): 

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝐹_𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖) =
∑ 𝑖 ×𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜5,𝑖×𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑖(𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚)5

𝑖=1

∑ 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜5,𝑖×𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑖(𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚)5
𝑖=1

   (4) 

The constraint is set for the median where the opinion notches 

to a positive word token must outstrip the value of 3, which is 

the saturation point of being a highly neutral tweet. It is worth 

noticing that sentiment score 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝐹_𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖) could be 

indeed drawn-out to multi-dimensional sentiment 

classification. For negative lexicon corpus, it is to more 

expected, so that the average not more than 3. The sentiment 

polarity is tagged using Algorithm 2 for which each tweet will 

fall under feature being annotated. 

 

Algorithm 2: Sentiment Polarity Tagger 

Input: Feature Lexicon 𝐹_𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡, Adaptive Senti-Lexicon 𝐿 

Output: Sentiment Score 

Begin 

1: for each 𝐹_𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑇𝑖do 

2:      Search for 𝐹_𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝐿 

3:     if 𝐹𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖
(𝑙𝑒𝑥)𝐿 𝑝𝑜𝑠then 

4:       sent − pos (lex)  sent − pos(lex) + 𝑃𝑆[𝐹𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 𝑖
(𝑙𝑒𝑥)] 

5:       else if 𝐹𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖
(𝑙𝑒𝑥)𝐿 𝑛𝑒𝑔then 

6:      sent − neg (lex)  sent − neg(lex) +  𝑁𝑆[𝐹𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖
(𝑙𝑒𝑥)] 

7:        end if 

8:     end if 

9:     for each 𝐹_𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖  E T do 

10: 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝐹_𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖) in Eq.(4). 

11: return 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 

12:    end for 

13: end for 

End 

 

EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

The real-time data used for the experiments, a set of product 

reviews and tweets collected from Twitter during September, 

October, and November 2017. The data is collected with the 

Twitter public API which permits researchers to mine tweets 

from twitter. The experimental setup investigated different 

possibilities of the Twitter API to acquire the maximum 
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potential number of tweets related to Apple IPhoneX and 

Google Pixel 2. It is vital to obtain a significant amount of 

tweets in English languages. The collected data is analyzed to 

identify certain randomness and spontaneous way of tweeting 

which is filtered to eliminate redundant and uncertain 

information. Table 1 shows the dataset statistics with average 

positive and negative lexicon. 

Table 1. Dataset Statistics 

Product # of 

Tweets 

Positive 

Lexicon 

Mean 

Negative 

Lexicon 

Mean 

Apple IPhoneX 5400 4.2 1.5 

Google Pixel 2 6200 3.7 1.6 

 

The sparse problematic tweets with redundant data and tweets 

with informal sentences are filtered. During implementation, 

two distinct operational file which comprises sentiment 

polarity indicators, such as adjective, adverb, and verb along 

with emoticons symbol is created. The sample set of distinct 

emoticons are manually allocated to a sentiment score for 

validation. In addition, the sentiment intensifiers are 

examined. For instance, the percentage of the tweet emerged 

from location “India”, the dimension of repeated sequences 

and the number of tweets, amongst other countries.  

Herein, the pre-processing of all the tweets are carried out as 

follows given a sample: RT @lepunktnoir: The face unlock 

feature has been world class, it works better during the day 

during the night with Flawless design and highly awesome 

features #AnimojiKaraoke #iPhoneX #animoji 

#moneywellspent. The URLs are filtered (e.g. 

https://t.co/tGHxVZhkSi), hashtags (e.g. #topic) are extracted 

separately, targets (@username), and distinctive Twitter 

words (“e.g. RT”) as the following outcome. Initially, the 

tweet is pre-processed and the Part-Of-Speech tagging is 

carried out in shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. Part –Of- Speech tagging (corenlp.run) 

 

The tweets available in upper case are transformed to 

lowercase to decide the complete occurrence of uni-grams and 

bi-grams containing the tweets more frequently. The sequence 

of most occurred uni-grams is tagged with a valid sentiment 

weight. It is conceded out to distinguish among the stable 

procedure and highlighted the practice of a corpus. The 

adaptive lexicon dictionary is updated and reorganized based 

on the frequency of new uni-grams and bi-grams been found. 

The natural language parser is used to perform POS tagging to 

tag the adjectives, verbs, and adverbs.  

The location from which the tweets raised is taken into 

consideration using geo-coordinates in the metadata. Herein, 

the country “India” is considered to collect the tweets related 

to Apple IPhoneX and Google Pixel 2 for the 

experimentations. Based on the investigation of the collected 

datasets, certain tweets expressed “Positive” emotions, 

“Negative” emotions and “Mixed” emotions as well. 

Therefore, it is critical to recognize such phrases of mixed 

interests. In the proposed work, there are two kinds of phrases 

have been recognized, namely positive-of-verb (PV), positive-

of-adjective (PA), and wise versa as negation -of-verb (NV) 

and negation-of-adjective (NA). Table 2 list of bi-grams are 

identified to occur more frequently in our dataset. 

 

Table 2. Top 10 Bi-gram Sentiment Phrases (Dataset #1) 

Bi-gram Phrase Type # C PS NS Dominant 

more worth PA 76 0.41 0.06 Positive 

highly recommend PV 52 0.89 0.0 Positive 

feel cheerier PA 44 0.91 0.0 Positive 

not good NA 45 0.13 0.87 Negative 

very better PA 33 0.95 0.11 Positive 

pretty good PA 40 0.71 0.0 Positive 

very nice PA 48 0.89 0.10 Positive 

highly awesome PA 35 0.84 0.01 Positive 

more incredible PA 30 0.79 0.17 Positive 

don’t like NV 44 0.18 0.83 Negative 

      

 However, the ground truth (cataloging) of sentiment tags are 

eventually thought-provoking problem, due to the extent of 

data, the adaptive lexicon dictionary was devised of 

customized keywords of uni-grams and bi-grams. Since most 

of the adverbs make the grade toward adjectives and verbs, 

the matching adverb and adjective are grouped together to 

form an adjective group. In the same way, the similarity 

between the corresponding verb and adverb together and 

named it as the verb group. The overall adjective group 

strength is estimated by the product of adverb score and 

adjective score, and the verb group strength as the product of 

adverb score and verb score.  

In few cases, there doesn’t exist any adverb in the opinion 

group, so the strength of such adverb is set as a default 

average value of 2.56. Training data for lexicon-level 

sentiment tagging is already have ground truth tags, which are 

based on the confidence-scaled ratings given by domain 

experts. The approach executes a customized training bag-of-

word system which displays and consider the presence of 

positive or negative (word) tokens for each sentence. On the 

other hand, there are more positive tokens than negative ones 

where the sentence is labeled as positive, and vice vera. 

The sentiment scores are updated for the verb and adverbs 

based on the occurrence in the context of tweet sentence. The 

adjective and verb groups are precisely tagged during the pre-

processing stage. Another important task of affective 

computing and sentiment analysis is multi-feature sentiment 
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fusion. Given a tweet, as follows. “The face unlock feature 

has been world class, it works better during the day during the 

night with Flawless design and highly awesome features”. The 

hashtag #iPhoneX, #animoji, #moneywellspent are fetched 

separately. The process of extracting opinions from the tweet 

is estimated using Eq. (4). Similarly, all the tweets are tagged 

with its sentiment. The sample sentiment tagging to the tweets 

are shown in Table 3.  

Table 3. Sample Tweet Dataset 

Tweet Sentiment 

Tagging 

Good and size is comfortable to use pos (0.78) 

The camera feature is not working well neg(0.83) 

Original product, best price, fast service. pos (0.89) 

Face unlock working fine in the dark area. pos (0.69) 

Super sharp OLED display pos (0.98) 

Fast charger 50% charge in 30mintues pos (0.67) 

Losing a headphone jack is annoying. neg (0.66) 

Good front design and cool back camera  pos (0.61) 

The stereo speakers sound not good. neg (0.54) 

Heating and battery drain problem neg (0.46) 

Turn off vibrant mode, the colors look dull  neg (0.66) 

Portrait mode is nice with the single camera pos (0.55) 

Google Assistant needs overhaul fun to use pos (0.67) 

 

The tweet is tagged with a POS tagger and extracted. After 

POS tagging, the Noun (NN), Verb(VBP/VBZ), 

Adverb(RBR), Pronoun(PRP), Preposition (PRP), 

Determiner(DT), Adjective (JJ), Conjunction(CC) are 

identified as follows. For the illustrative case study, 

significant tweets are considered for the demonstration using 

standard corenlp package. After POS tagging, the adjectives 

are recognized as flawless, awesome. The adverb identified as 

better, higher for the nouns noun face, feature, world-class, 
day, night, design. The list of the adjective group is identified 

as ‘highly awesome’, ‘world class’, ‘better’ gives more 

positive orientation tag to the tweet.  

The sentiment score for each lexicon is given and the overall 

sentiment polarity is estimated for each tweet. Here, the 

FaceID unlock feature is considered to give a positive review 

from the customer tweet. The results were also very accurate 

when compared with Thelwall’s senti-strength in real-world 

scenarios. When the positive value is calculated, the tweet as 

positive for the feature “FaceID lock” was securely decided. 

The overall sentiment polarity score for the given sample 

tweet is +2.3. The tweets are given as input in a CSV file for 

two mobile products (IPhoneX, GooglePixel2) to load by a 

pig script in Hadoop. Table 4 represents the sentiment polarity 

in percentage for IPhoneX and Google Pixel 2 which is 

considered in our experimental dataset. 

 

Table 4. Sentiment Polarity Percentage 

Product Positive Negative Neutral 

IPhoneX 70% 22% 8% 

Google Pixel 2 72% 14% 14% 

 

The real-world outcome proves that the proposed method has 

the features of perceiving the semantic alignment of tweets. 

The twitter data which is collected for our evaluation is fairly 

good enough to demonstrate the usage of the proposed 

approach. The sentiment sparsity occurred because of 

complex querying and introduction of the location parameter 

in the Join operator with a limited amount of data. The 

sentiment polarity tagging provides a very good idea of how 

popular the given features of the Apple IPhoneX and Google 

Pixel 2. During the analysis, certain features are grouped as 

Battery, CPU/Storage, Camera, Cost, Connectivity, and 

Performance. The proposed work is carried out in order to 

validate significant findings, using larger samples. The tweets 

are grouped based on the feature mentioned in the context. For 

example, all the tweets describing the “Battery” of IPhoneX 

and Google Pixel 2 are filtered. Therefore, the sentiment 

polarity is assigned to all the tweets and its overall polarity tag 

is computed.  

The tweet dataset is batch processed using Hadoop 2 version 

of Pig Script code implemented in Java which runs as the 

MapReduce version on 5 cores of Intel processor machine 

with 16 GB RAM. Accordingly, more and richer set of tweets 

are used in batch processing. Subsequently, it generates better 

results in less computation time and time latency. The 

resulting information is of crucial prominence in viral 

marketing and service concerns. For example, assume that a 

city shows high positive sentiments for the iPhoneX device as 

a whole amongst all users. It shows there exists a high level of 

popularity and greater sales. But this is not the case under 

consideration. Figure 3 and Figure 4 below showcase feature 

specific sentiments for various cities across India 

demography. 

 

 

Figure 3. Apple IPhoneX Sentiment Trend 
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If the city in context has low positive or even negative 

sentiment towards a very important feature of the device, such 

as camera or screen, which could actually hamper sales. In our 

case, such a scenario is created in case of ‘India’, where cities 

such as Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata, Chennai, Bangalore 

significantly shows varying sentiment for both products based 

of precise features considered in our study. 

 

 

Figure 4. Google Pixel 2 Sentiment Trend 

 

The overall sentiment tags for location ‘India’ is very high. 

But nearly 60% users have regarded as the FaceID lock 

feature of the new iPhoneX as nice. The featured opinion will 

potentially improve the overall sales of the iPhoneX and 

Google Pixel 2 because sentiments and word of mouth are 

essential to people who are exploring reviews through Twitter 

or blogs for a planning to purchase a new smartphone released 

recently on the market trend.  

Herein, both the FaceId lock and battery features have 

received high positive sentiments for IPhoneX whereas the 

performance and connectivity yields relatively high sentiment 

for Google Pixel 2. The tweets are given a batch of inputs to 

the Hadoop MapReduce [32] via Pig Scripts [33] are executed 

in parallel. Their proposed approach demands sentiment 

parameters that capture computation time of 18-23 seconds. 

The classification performances are estimated with various 

lexicons and corpus are effectively adjacent to each other. 

This is on the grounds that the impact of lexicon highlights is 

debilitated when fused with a huge number of bag of words. 

During the experimental setting, our trained lexicons perform 

similarly with the best-performed pattern in the state-of-art 

works. The feature level polarity tags are shown in table 5 for 

Apple IPhoneX and Google Pixel 2. 

 

 

 

 

Table 5. Feature Level Polarity 

 

Feature 

Sentiment Polarity Mean 

Apple IPhoneX Google Pixel 2 

LightWeight +4.2 +4.2 

Battery +3.5 +3.5 

CPU/Storage +3.1 +2.4 

Camera +3.9 +3.9 

FaceID Lock +4.6 NA 

Home Button -1.6 3.2 

FingerPrint +3.2 +4.1 

Glass Shield -1.2 +1.2 

Cost +1.2 +2.2 

Connectivity +3.5 +3.2 

 

The resultant opinions are consistent with the fact that not all 

people expected the same featured smartphones. Even though 

complaints did come up due to more of negative sentiment 

from the majority of customers, significant fractions are 

unaffected by the marketers. During Pig script execution, the 

input data is split into five distinct datasets, based on filter 

conditions. The tweet uni-grams and bi-grams are taken left 

outer join with the adaptive lexicon dictionary to assign 

sentiment polarity to each lexicon identified. Then, the 

median/mode is computed for each tweet sentence-level. The 

Sent-strength algorithm is applied to the dataset. The median 

value is checked for its range [-5,+5]. If the sentiment score is 

tagged lesser than zero, then the tweet is identified as Positive, 

if greater than zero, then the tweet is identified as Negative, 

otherwise, Neutral. 

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The heterogeneity complex structure of OSN deals 

information from user-generated contents which offers an 

extraordinary prospect to employ significant models and tools 

to mine sentiments. Along with large-scale repositories of 

user-generated content, research community demands 

distinctive methodologies to achieve insights into the 

emotional “pulse of the market” among the businesses. The 

proliferation of certain microblogging site like Twitter, 

become an imperative platform for businesses to yield 

opening for a product to get released and feedback 

instantaneously. The adaptive lexicon-based approach is used 

to discover the uni-gram and bi-gram orientation of adverbs, 

adjectives, and the adaptive dictionary method leads to 

determine feature based polarity more accurately from 

Twitter. The overall tweet sentiment polarity is tagged using a 

linear equation which incorporated sentiment intensifiers as 

well. The Map Reduce distributed computation using Pig 

scripts enable the approach to sustain the quick response to 

incoming tweets too quickly drift to real-time systems in 21 

seconds. The experimental results show that there exists 

varying feature specific opinions between IPhoneX and 

Google Pixel 2 but the outcomes are highly consistent with 

the ground truth which is observed.  
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As a part of future work, we intend to identify sarcastic 

sentences while mining the sentiments in multi-linguistic 

microblog streams. The proposed work can be extended to 

mine information from cross-platform social network sites 

which support to build big data applications for the extensive 

range. 
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